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Figure 1. An example of Brazilian government-issued air 
etiquettes from 1950. It was designed to have a date stamp 
applied upon it.
Figure 2. this private label was released in 1980. Its maker is 
unknown which is true of most such private labels.
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Airmail Etiquettes of Brazil Art Groten

Interestingly, Brazil, despite being the largest country in 
South America, was not the first to have airmail service. 
That honor goes to French Guyana and the Societé 
des Transports Aériens Guyanais, begun in November 
1919 but short-lived. The most important of the early 
South American airlines was SCADTA in Colombia, which 
commenced service in September 1921.
Brazil did not enter the aviation age until 1926 when the 
German firm, Kondor Syndicat, flew a Dornier Wal be- 
tween Buenos Aires and Rio de Janiero to demonstrate 
the feasibility. There followed a route between Porto 
Alegre and Rio Grande in 1927, later extended north to 
Rio. The original southern route was reorganized under 
Brazilian control to become VARIG in May 1927.
Airmail etiquettes fall into three basic categories: those 
issued by the government, those issued privately  and 
those issued by airlines. Since 1938, the Brazilian govern- 
ment has issued about 10 etiquettes. One is shown in 
Figure 1. Some private ones were also released, perhaps 
18 or so, and one is seen in Figure 2.

In the case of Brazil, by far the largest and most interest- 
ing group is those issued by airlines and they will 
be shown in order of the establishment of the airlines 
that issued them. In addition, some U.S., French, German 
and Italian airlines produced etiquettes meant for use on 
their Brazilian services.
We will look first at the Brazilian airlines and then the 
foreign ones. It should be remembered that not all 
airlines operating in Brazil issued airmail etiquettes so 
if your favorite airline is missing, that is the reason why.

Syndicato Condor was formed as a subsidiary  of 
Deutsche Luft Hansa (D.H.L.) in December 1927 and 
the first Brazilian airmail etiquettes appeared then. 
Between 1927 and 1942 when service ended due to 
WWII, Condor produced nine etiquettes, seven of which 
are seen in Figure 3 along with their dates of issue. The 
1934 etiquette came in at least two different booklet 
forms. (Figure 4) But it is their actual usage that gives 
the real flavor of the romance of the period as explained 
in the captions to Figures 5-7.

to be continued on page 4
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Literature
Three years ago, Ron Lafreniere published a 
book A field Guide to the Cinderella Stamps 
of Canada. There were no postal labels 
so it was not reviewed here. His Second 
Edition is more than twice the size and 
includes chapters on Air Mail Etiquettes and 
Postal Etiquettes and Labels. They are fully 
illustrated in color with values assigned in 
Can$. Those that are rare are so stated.
No doubt many of you are also interested 
in other Cinderellas and this book gives as 
complete a listing as I’ve ever seen. It is 8.5” 
x 11” spiral bound on slick paper, 344 pp., 
with an extensive index. Only 200 copies 
were printed and are available from Ron 
directly through www.BirdBearPress.com, 
where price and shipping information may be obtained. This is a most useful 
book and a fine addition to a Cinderella library.

Art Groten

On the internet I came across a kind of 
catalogue of French postal labels: Essai de 
Nomenclature des Etiquettes des Services 
Postaux et Telegraphiques de France (219 p); 
authors are J. Dumont and A. Sauvanet.
As you can see from the title it is written in 
French. Nevertheless, with the help of Google 
Translate it is possible to understand more than 
half of it.  It covers the period of 1868 - 1983. 
A supplement has been published that extends 
the periode till 1987.

Bas  Kee

It would be much appreciated when members make known  
relevant literature they come across, even if it is written in 
other languages than English.



Regarding members
● New Member:
John Anderson, 1688 St. Rose Rd, Cuba City, WI 53807, 
USA; email: andfive@lagrant.net
collects AMLs ((95%) and others (5%)
would like to exchange and correspond
● New Member:
Yvon Coquin, 20 Rue Mermoz, 22590 Pordic, France
e-mail: yvon.coquin@wanadoo.fr
collects R labels (80%) and others (20%)
would like to exchange and correspond

announcement for online subscribers:
If your e-mail address is known by Jack Rehner, the membership chairman, 
you will receive a message saying that the next issue of our Bulletin is 
published on the website.
If you don’t have an e-mail address or your address is not known by Jack 
Rehner you will have to check regularly when  the newest issue is published 
on the website. Fixed publications dates are not possible, but new issues 
appear roughly around the end of January, April, July and September.

For those who are not afraid of 
Facebook:
recently an air mail label 
collectors group has appeared.
As far as I can see members of 
this group are not members of 
PLSG (yet).
Join them.
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Membership News

www.ny2016.org

President’s Message
There is little to report that I am aware of. We’ve added 
several new members and we welcome them. I remind 
you of the New York International next May-June. We 
have a meeting scheduled. I will give details as the time 
approaches. For the moment, pencil it in for May 29.

Art Groten

Auction #117 Realizations
3 10.00 55 8.00 98 1.00 130 3.00 157 3.00 179 2.00 210 6.00
4 15.00 66 3.00 99 3.25 136 12.00 158 4.00 182 7.25 211 2.50
5 5.75 68 2.00 100 3.25 137 12.00 159 8.00 183 8.50 212 1.00
6 2.00 73 4.00 101 5.50 139 10.50 160 3.00 184 11.00 213 1.50

12 1.00 78 4.00 102 4.50 140 8.00 162 9.00 185 2.50 214 1.00
29 2.25 86 1.00 105 4.00 143 2.00 168 2.00 186 2.25
31 3.00 87 0.50 118 5.50 144 2.00 174 6.00 188 5.25
32 0.25 88 15.50 119 4.00 151 0.50 175 5.50 189 1.00
38 5.00 89 2.00 121 4.00 152 1.00 176 1.00 197 2.50
40 3.00 94 11.00 122 4.00 155 1.00 177 5.50 199 0.25
51 6.00 95 8.00 123 6.00 156 4.00 178 1.00 205 1.00

Dear PLSG-members. Please let hear from you.
I repeat the words of a former editor: “I need your help. I am happy to receive 
manuscripts of any length be they research studies, pleas for information, the 
results of years of accumulating whatever you wish. If you don’t consider yourself a 
writer, just send along crisp color images and the necessary information and I’ll put 
something together.”
Let’s have our ‘show and tell’!

An update regarding the project of digitizing PLB
Gary Loew, responsible for the project, let us know that it will be carried out with the software that the 
American Philatelic Research Library is negotiating a license to use. But, unfortunately, we are not first in line 
of philatelic magazines that will be digitized. “I wouldn’t want to hazard a guess as to when PLSG might be 
able to participate in the project.” But “any other alternative is totally cost prohibitive for a small group such 
as ours. Moreover, the software is so good that I feel it’s worth waiting for.”



Fig. 3e Fig. 3f

Fig. 3g

Fig. 3: Here are 7 of the 9 etiquettes produced by Condor. Their 
dates are (a) 1927, (b) 1928, (c) 1928, (d) 1933, (e) 1934, (f) 
1935 and (g) 1935. Brazilian-based Condor connected with 
both D.Z.R. and D.H.L. to carry mail, and its etiquettes reflect 
that fact.

Figure 4: the 1934 etiquette (Fig. 3e) occurred in two booklet 
forms. Type A had considerable rate and route information for 
the user; type B did not.

Figure 5: Condor serviced Brazil internally, connecting with its 
German partners for transatlantic communication. This 1929 
cover, from Rio to Curityba, was carried by Condor as noted by 
the label and the typed instructions. (Etiquette 3a)

Figure 6: McKinley & Co. of Rio sent this cover to Miss 
McMurtrie in Kent, England whence it was forwarded to 
London. The Condor affiliation with D.H.L. Zeppelin carried it 
on the 9th return flight of the Graf Zeppelin from Rio, leaving 
October 4, 1934, via Recife arriving at Friedrichshafen on 
October 9, thence via Berlin to England. (Etiquette 3d)

Next in order of appearance is NYRBA (New York, Rio & 
Buenos Aires Line, affectionately known as “Nearbeer”). 
Founded in 1929, it was in competition with Pan Am, was 
subsumed by it the next year and was eventually re- 
named Panair do Brasil (see below). The earliest (1929) 
etiquette of NYRBA is surely one of the most handsome 
ever produced. (Figure 8) The following year saw a long 
narrow one used as demonstrated in Figure 9. 

Figure 8: This 1929 NYRBA etiquette is arguably the loveliest 
ever produced.

Figure 9: The long narrow etiquette was designed to span the 
envelope, usually at the bottom, often obscuring the name on 
another airline’s stationery. The cover left Rio on August 14 and 
was carried by NYRBA to New York. A U.S. 5c stamp had been 
placed on the cover to pay for airmail carriage within the U.S., 
in this case from New York to Detroit, where it was logged in 
on August 23.
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‘Air Mail Etiquettes of Brazil’ continued



Fig. 10a

Fig. 10b Fig. 10c

Fig. 10d Fig. 10e

Figure 10: Three of the 5 Panair etiquettes: (a) 1934, (b) 1940 
and (c) 1944. Figures 10d and 10e are two of several small 
labels promoting Panair’s services.

Figure 11: During WWII, mail from South America was usually 
censored in Trinidad. The code for Trinidad on the censor label 
is “I.E.” and there is a Trinidad receiving hand stamp on the 
reverse dated July 11. The cover originated from Sao Paulo on 
July 7, destined for New York via Panair. (Etiquette 10c)

The last of Brazil’s airlines to use air etiquettes was VASP 
(Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo). Only one is known, from 1946. 
But in 1947, a special label was applied to some internal 
letters. (Figure 12)

Figure 12: This cover from Sao Paulo to Rio was carried 
internally by VASP. A special numbered label as applied to the 
back indicating its urgent nature. It is the first I’ve seen.

Figure 13: As noted in the text, this is the only Brazilian 
etiquette prepared for a special flight. In January 1933, Jean 
Mermoz and his crew flew the Couzinet Type 70 tri-motor 
“l’Arc-en-ciel” (“Rainbow”) across the South Atlantic from St. 
Louis, Senegal to Natal. It was the first land plane to make the 
crossing successfully; previously the crossing was made with 
flying boats. This etiquette was for mail carried on the first 
return flight from Brazil to Dakar in May.

Figure 14: This is C.G.A.’s first (1927) etiquette used from 
Pelotas in 1930.

Four foreign countries issued etiquettes for use by their 
Brazilian customers, in date order: France (Aéropostale, 
1927; then Air France, 1933); the U.S. (Pan Am, 1932); 
Germany, private labels for use on D.H.L. and D.Z.R. 
(Deutsche Zeppelin Reederei), Africa-Brazil routes; Italy 
(LATI, 1940).
Aéropostale (Compagnie Générale Aéropostale or C.G.A.) 
produced its first air etiquette in 1927, featuring a 
monoplane in the sky. (Figure 14) A later one eliminated 
the plane. The second major kind, of which there are 
three variant typographies, appeared in 1929. (Figure 15) 
A promotional label, from the London office, shows the 
route across the South Atlantic and the schedule. (Figure 
16) 

Figure 15: In 1929, three labels were issued, differing in 
typography. This one states “Ligne Aéropostale” whereas the 
other two, in different typefaces, say only “Aéropostale”.
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Figure 16:Although not strictly an airmail etiquette, I show this 
to demonstrate the sort of promotional labels produced for the 
highly competitive South Atlantic route, showing the route and 
the schedule.

Figure 17: Several smaller French airlines were merged to form 
Air France in 1933. The 1929 C.G.A. label was altered to reflect 
this change and is known in two different typefaces.

C.G.A. was merged with several other French airlines to 
form Air France in 1933. They used the 1929 format, 
changing the logo and typefaces. (Figure 17) Finding these 
labels actually used on commercial mail is very difficult.

The next airline servicing Brazil to provide special etiquettes 
was Pan Am in 1932. There were  two types: a smaller 
imperforated one and a larger one with a promotional tab 
that was provided in booklets. (Figure 18)

Figure 18: Pan Am, through subsidiaries, had served Latin 
America since the 1920s. Brazilian service was provided by 
subsidiary Panair do Brasil and Pan Am issued these labels for 
its Brazilian customers of this airline. It comes in two formats, 
smaller (a) and larger with a promotional tab (b).

Fig. 18a

Fig. 18b

The Germans issued no airline etiquettes for their 
South Atlantic routes. That was done primarily by private 
parties, often collectors of or dealers in aerophilately. 
The dealer H.E. Sieger made a number of such labels 
between 1932 and 1935 but this one, from 1932, is 
the only one specifying the South American use of 
the [Graf] Zeppelin (by D.Z.R.) that made its first 
trip to Brazil on August 29, 1931. (Figure 19) At the 
same time, D.L.H. was using depot ships in the mid-
South Atlantic Ocean for refueling flying boats. The 
Schwabenland, Westfalen and Ostmark were used but 
only the Westfalen has its name on etiquettes, both 
from 1934. (Figures 20 & 21)

Figure 19: German stamp dealer H.E. Sieger produced 5 labels 
for Zeppelin service between 1932 and 1935. This, from 1932, 
is the only one to specify the route.

Figure 20: At different times, three mid-South Atlantic refueling 
(depot) ships provided support for the D.H.L. seaplane service. 
The plane was catapulted off the deck for the last leg of 
its journey. Only the Westfalen is specifically cited on air 
etiquettes.

Figure 21: This cover was carried on the 5th eastbound trip of 
1934, leaving Stuttgart on March 1 and arriving in Curityba on 
the March 9, having been catapulted form the Westfalen. Such 
labels actually used on cover are very hard to find.
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Italy was the last country to initiate South Atlantic 
service in 1939 when LATI (Linee Aeree Transcontinentali 
Italiane) began service. That airline issued a single 
etiquette for use in Brazil. (Figure 22)

Figure 22: LATI began its South Atlantic service in 1939 but it 
was shortlived due to WWII and ceased on December 22, 1941. 
This cover left Rio on September 1, 1941 and was censored in 
Germany on arrival.

Previously published in American Stamp Dealer & Collector. 
Published here by permission of the author.

①

②

③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

In collecting R labels one gets often labels without any indication from which country they orginates.
Here are 8 such labels of which Milt Keiles want to know their origin. Please help him!
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Registration labels

Miscellaneous

Milt sends this image of a label 
directly related to the area of AMLs.
It is from the UK, because there is 
only one Royal Mail in the world.

I add one of my own. It has the 
same reference number (OE 1065), 
but with a somewhat different text.
It is on a letter to France; 
unfortunately the cancellation date 
is unreadable.

This label is related to the other two 
in so far as it regards insufficient 
postage. But this label is not for 
airmail, therefore it has a different 
reference number: OE 1064 (and a 
different colour).

These are the only labels indicating insufficient 
postage for airmail. Normally it is done by marking (and there are lots of these).



Part of a Belgian cover with hand written indication in Dutch 
language: “tegen terug betaling”, literally “against paying 
back”.

Part of a German cover; ‘remboursement’ in German language 
is “Nachnahme”.
In this case it says further to pay  the amount to an bank 
account (instead of paying cash). This is the bank account of 
the postal service. The sender gets his money in any case.

pattern D

Germany 1892
A large variety of this type 
exists

Luxemburg 1905

Sweden 1896

Netherlands 1905
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Remboursement or C.O.D. labels

In issue 115 a short comment was made on C.O.D. labels. 
We wish to follow up because we believe it is a neglected 
area of postal label collecting. To begin with we study a 
Dutch letter to introduce the subject more systematically.

This is an internal Dutch letter sent from  
Schiedam to Deventer on August 15, 
1952. The receiver is on the reverse.
The postage consists of 0.10 cents for a 
normal internal cover and 0.25 cents for 
registry.
Two postal labels are seen: (1) the registration label 
with the name of Schiedam printed on it with the 
marking of the specific post office (“Postagentschap 
Wilhelminaplein”), and (2) the COD label, 
“remboursement” in the international postal language 
(French).
The combination of registration and remboursement is 
not necessary. Apparently the sender choose it in order 
to be certain of acceptance by the addressee.
What is remboursement or C.O.D. (cash on delivery) as it 
is called in the Anglo Saxon countries?
Remboursement is a special service offered by the 
postal administration: the sender commissions the 
postal organisation to collect for him a certain amount 
of money from the addressee. “Remboursement” 
literally means ‘return’ because the fee paid by the 
addressee is to the postal administration, often directly 
to the postman, it was then to be paid back to the 
sender. Usually it refers to something of value to be 
delivered against prompt payment at delivery. But it can 
also be used as a way of collecting a subscription for a 
newspaper, or even to collect a fine. In this case the mail 
consists only of a letter or card, not itself of any value.

The amount to be collected (hand written or otherwise) 
is  noted on the cover or card so it can be taken into 
account in processing the mail. It is also information for 
the postman who provides the mail to the addressee.

For instance in our example is printed (at the lower 
right):

The indication of remboursement according to UPU
The indication ‘remboursement’ can be hand written or 
by a marking, but mostly a special label is used (as is the 
case with the indication “air mail”). 
Here two examples of ‘non-label’ indications:

Initially, there were various formats and colours for these 
labels, but at the UPU convention in Rome, 1906, rules 
for the registered remboursement mail and the format of 
the labels was stipulated.
“Registered articles with trade charges must bear on the 
address side an orange coloured 
label similar to pattern D annexed 
to the present Regulations.”
(article XV of the Universal Postal 
Convention, 1906)
Here are some examples of ‘pre-UPU’ labels:

Bas Kee / Jan ter Welle



The addressee has refused this claim to pay (“refuse”) and 
the card was returned to sender.

In this case, the costs for the remboursement service are 
accounted for by stamps.

Belgium, tri-lingual Finland

Hungary

Czechoslovakia

Slovenia

For internal use the local 
language suffices. Here 
examples from Brazil, 
Chile, and Spain. Only the 
Brazilian one shows the 
triangle incorporated into 
a registration label, a combination not often 
seen. As is obvious, the UPU rule is not always 
maintained.

Regarding the triangular labels it is not clear whether 
they are always officially issued or whether some labels 
are privately issued. The latter possibility has to be 
reckoned with because, as already mentioned, other 
indications of remboursement are accepted by the postal 
administration.

Does every postal organisation offer the remboursement 
service?
Already at the end of the 19th century remboursement 
service was available. For instance, it is not difficult to 
find a German letter dated from 1890 or so. Given that 
the UPU rule stems from 1906 there must already haven 
been extensive use of the remboursement service not 
only within countries but also between countries. But 
as far as we now have observed it seems to be mainly 
a European, i.e. Continental affair. That is perhaps 
understandable from the way the national payment 
system is organised. In the Anglo-Saxon countries using 
bank cheques were a much more common way of paying 
than on the Continent. For the UK and Canada we have 
seen only a few labels and for the US none at all, only a 
few markings.
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The pattern D  is not only used for labels but also for 
printing it on covers, cards, address labels. This may be 
done privately or by the postal administration itself. Here 
is a French example of the latter by:

For any special service offered by the postal 
administration, an extra fee was to be paid by the sender, 
including remboursement (whether the sender passes 
this fee on to the addressee is their business).
Of course, the costs for the remboursement service 
will vary with country and time. Generally, these costs 
depend on the size and weight of the shipment plus a 
percentage commission on the amount to be collected. 
These costs are not made visible on the cover or card 
(unlike, for instance, registration or express). In our 
letter above, only the normal rate and the registration 
are accounted for by the stamp(s) used. Therefore, a 
separate administrative action is required. At the same 
time a receipt is produced for the sender indicating that 
he has a legitimate claim on the postal organisation to a 
certain amount.

An example of such a administrative form is the following 
from Malaysia:

The actual formats of the remboursement indication
Since the establishment of the UPU rule, an orange 
coloured triangle has been usually been used with 
either  the word ‘remboursement’ of ‘rembours’ for 
short. In many cases, a translation of ‘remboursement’ 
is placed on the label. Examples arbitrarily chosen:



Canadian label, of course bi-lingual, 
‘C.R.’ means ‘contre remboursement’

Label from the U.K. U.S. marking on a package tag; the 
‘M.O. FEE’ may be the fee for the  
rembours service.

In conclusion
This is a modest start in mapping a terrain that certainly belongs to the scope of PLSG. We hope that other 
members will join us in hunting for more and/or can share knowledge about this postal service as organised in 
their own country.
It remains to be seen, however, whether it is sufficient to focus exclusively on labels or that all kinds of rembours 
indication should be part of a collection as representation of the postal remboursement service.
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Priority labels
A note on  a change in Belgian and Dutch priority labels.
The change concerns the addition of white circles to the design.
At first I didn’t link the Belgian and Dutch change together. But 
then I read in the bulletin of the Dutch study group on post 
mechanization a note about the function of these circles.
To improve the mechanization of sorting mail, also the mail 
destined to other countries should be automatically be 
separated from internal mail. Therefore some mark has to be 
affixed to the envelop. One came up with the idea to use the 
priority label and gave it the required mark, i.e. the white circles.

By the way, see issues 109 and 110 for an overview of all Dutch priority labels

In the Netherlands the sorting of foreign mail occurs during the first stage of processing the mail brought in 
from mail boxes, businesses etc. from a certain region. This is the stage in which also cancellation takes places.
(The second stage is sorting the national mail to specific destinations.)
Not only the priority label had to be adjusted but also the cancellation machines.
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Cinderella labels
Inspired by the announcement of the Canadian cinderella guide on page 2 (and also because of lack of material to 
be sent by our members) I take the opportunity to show some labels not often seen in PLB. 
First, with thanks to Peter Carpenter, labels from Sweden.

‘Skrymmande’: bulky
ref.nrs. 
Bl. 103. (Sept. 47.)
Bl 2112.08 (Juli 65)  *Pv tr Sth

These are obvious.
ref.nrs:
Bl. 251. (Aug. 47.)
Bl 2112.09 (Mars 65)
Bl 2112.09 (dec 76)

delivery on Saturday

‘utkörning’: delivery
ref.nr. Bl 2112.35 (Sept 70)

‘för avhämtning’: take away
ref.nr. Bl 2112.33 (Febr 70)

‘snabbutkörning’: fast delivery
ref.nr. Bl 2112.34 (Febr 70)

‘förtullat’: duty paid
ref.nrs
Bl. 92.  (Mars 32.)
Bl 92 A (Aug 63)

It seems to me that all these labels are linked to processing parcels. In that field there are 
lots of interesting labels. I will ad some of my own on the last page.
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What does these letters mean that can be found on (older) 
parcel cards? For instance, like these:

And of course those indications of the content’s character from fragile to perishable

Indeed, these 
labels say: 
‘deteriorating 
content’

Which members also collect these cinderellas? Let us know and send images!


